
The mission of the Ministère de la Justice du Québec is to 
promote the confidence of citizens 1  and respect for 
individual and collective rights by maintaining in Québec:

•  N-XC65-W IP Audio Window Intercom Kit  (5)

Products Used

Purpose

Installation Profile

Justice Center, St Hyacinthe, QC

A large amount of people worked and visited the Justice centre daily and the 
government required a communication device that would work between plexi 
glass and still ensure clear intelligible speech.
 



Solution

Feedback

About TOA Canada Corporation 

TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
Facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
Proven track record of TOA product reliability.   

TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including,
Public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements. 

The Justice centre was very happy with the performance of the device and the safety 
aspect it provided. Keeping those in the building safer and reducing anxiety was an added bonus
the told us. The sleek and modern design was also a big hit.

TOA proposed the N-XC65 IP Audio Window Intercom Kit which was specifically designed
for this purpose. Although there were other competitors vying for the project, TOA was 
able to prove the worthiness and clarity of the Window Intercom to the engineers and the 
end user. Also, the fact that the kit could be mobile and positioned in other areas was another 
key factor in winning the project.

ph: 1-800-263-7639 
fx:  1-800-463-3569

www.TOAcanada.com 
sales@toacanada.com 

Challenges
TOA was competing with other manufacturers, so we needed to ensure that  the product 
worked properly and was easy to install and operate along with providing future support.
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